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Synthesis

Does Adaptive Management of Natural Resources Enhance
Resilience to Climate Change?
Emma L. Tompkins and W. Neil Adger

ABSTRACT. Emerging insights from adaptive and community-based resource management suggest that building
resilience into both human and ecological systems is an effective way to cope with environmental change
characterized by future surprises or unknowable risks. We argue that these emerging insights have implications
for policies and strategies for responding to climate change. We review perspectives on collective action for
natural resource management to inform understanding of climate response capacity. We demonstrate the
importance of social learning, specifically in relation to the acceptance of strategies that build social and
ecological resilience. Societies and communities dependent on natural resources need to enhance their capacity to
adapt to the impacts of future climate change, particularly when such impacts could lie outside their experienced
coping range. This argument is illustrated by an example of present-day collective action for community-based
coastal management in Trinidad and Tobago. The case demonstrates that community-based management
enhances adaptive capacity in two ways: by building networks that are important for coping with extreme events
and by retaining the resilience of the underpinning resources and ecological systems.

INTRODUCTION

2000, Mortimore and Adams 2001).

The full weight of scientific evidence suggests that the
climate is changing, that human activities are
exacerbating natural changes in the climate
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 2001),
and that observed and projected future changes will
have significant impacts on ecosystems, physical
systems, and linked human actions (Hughes et al.
2003, Parmesan and Yohe 2003, Root et al. 2003). The
likely geographical distribution of impacts and the
probabilities of particular future scenarios are much
less clear (Schneider 2001). Climate changes are likely
to manifest in four main ways: slow changes in mean
climate conditions, increased interannual and seasonal
variability, increased frequency of extreme events, and
rapid climate changes causing catastrophic shifts in
ecosystems. Within societies, different types of
climate change will bring opportunities to some and
increased vulnerability to others, especially those who
are already marginalized. This general pattern of
adaptability and differentiated impact is confirmed in
historical and contemporary records of coping with the
consequences of climatic changes (McIntosh et al.

A decade of research on vulnerability to climate
change shows that inevitably it is the marginalized
who suffer the impacts of changing environmental
conditions (Ribot et al. 1996, Adger et al. 2001, Smit
and Pilifosova 2001, Downing 2003). Thus, adaptation
to climate change requires a broader conceptualization
of equitable, legitimate, and sustainable development
in
effective
and
resilient
response.
The
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, for
example, recognized the importance of sustainability
in its Third Assessment Report in 2001 and provided
guidelines for all its component scientific assessments
on how to incorporate the concepts of development,
equity, and sustainability (Munasinghe 2000). We
argue that a system's capacity for resilience, which
involves its ability to absorb perturbations without
being undermined or becoming unable to adapt and
learn, is an important element of any sustainable
response to climate change. Some natural and social
systems have inbuilt abilities to bounce back from
adverse circumstances, whereas others have to learn
how to become resilient. We focus on the role of
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networks and institutions in building resilience in both
social and ecological systems.
There is well established evidence for significant
future warming in this century on a scale
unprecedented in the era of modern human history.
Observed climate changes in the past century are
causing changes in species ranges and ecosystems and
forcing adaptations in resource-dependent economic
activities such as farming and fishing. The expectation
of the risk of future changes is affecting insurance
markets, land use planning, and conservation efforts.
Novel and largely unknown risks include, for example,
those associated with the expansion of the ranges of
pathogens, diseases, and pests that affect human and
nonhuman populations (e.g., Harvell et al. 2002).
Increasingly, adaptation to present and future risks is
understood as a process precipitated by the necessity
of coping with extremes within gradual changes in
mean climate parameters (see Kelly and Adger 2000,
Jones 2001).
Managing natural resource systems with the added
stresses associated with climate change poses a
challenge for socio-ecological systems. Although not a
panacea, community engagement may offer a means
of reducing vulnerability to the natural hazards
associated with climate change (see, for example,
Abramovitz et al. 2001). Critiques of how
participatory planning is applied have highlighted its
frequent lack of consideration for ecosystem
heterogeneity and intracommunity dynamics (see, for
example, Agrawal and Gibson 1999, Leach, et al.
1999) as well as the differential access to resources
inherent in some community-based management
(Ribot and Peluso 2003). We suggest that adaptive
management processes, informed by iterative learning
about the ecosystem and earlier management successes
and failures, increase present-day resilience, which can
in turn increase the ability to respond to the threats of
long-term climate change. This type of adaptive
management, as described by Lee (1999), can be used
to pursue the dual goals of greater ecological stability
and more flexible institutions for resource
management.
This paper explores the potential benefits of presentday co-management in building resilience to cope with
climate change through a case study of a coastal
community in Trinidad and Tobago that relies on
coastal resources. Co-management is one form of
collective action whereby resource stakeholders work

together with a government agency to undertake some
aspect of resource management. Collective action in
this context is the coordination of efforts among
groups of individuals to achieve a common goal when
individual self-interest would be inadequate to achieve
the desired outcome (Ostrom 1990). This paper
focuses specifically on the role of co-management in
building community resilience. The case study shows
that social networks set up to enable co-management
are also available for dealing with climate-related
hazards. Further, the potential outcomes of comanagement, i.e., resilient ecosystems, are likely to be
more adaptable in future uncertain climates. Further
research would be needed to determine whether these
findings apply to more complex social and ecological
situations that may not be mapped onto defined
ecosystems. We expect a priori that the determinants
of resilience and vulnerability to external perturbations
are common to many resource situations (e.g., Peluso
et al. 1994, Adger 2000, and examples in Noss 2001,
Adger et al. 2002, Folke et al. 2002, Pelling 2003).
We conclude that the reduction of social vulnerability
through the extension and consolidation of social
networks, both locally and at national, regional, or
international scales, can contribute to increases in
ecosystem resilience. This could be an innovative and
practical strategy to deal with the threats posed by
future climate change. Social acceptance of any
response strategy to environmental change of any form
is critical. Response strategies themselves need to be
flexible enough to be able to adjust to ongoing
environmental and social change. Hence, when faced
with some degree of uncertainty, management
approaches need to be iterative, flexible, and
inclusionary; they must also take into account the
technological, institutional, and management options
that are available to individuals and communities.

CO-MANAGEMENT IN CLIMATE
RESPONSE STRATEGIES
Action to adapt and maintain resilience in the face of
climate change requires adjustment by governments,
by individuals acting as citizens and through market
exchange, and by civil society through collective
action. Present and future vulnerabilities have strong
social elements because both are a function of adaptive
capacity, which is in turn dependent on social capital,
institutions, and resources and their distribution.
Adaptive capacity is akin to a capital asset but can
only be put into play through appropriate institutions.
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These institutions need legitimacy and harmony with
wider social goals if adaptation is to be sustainable. In
effect, sustainable resource management requires
government structures that are empowered to make
collective decisions (Brown et al. 2002). Ostrom et al.
(1999) argue that, although the scale of many
environmental problems is now global and that global
action is required, simply replicating local institutions
of collective action at the global scale is not feasible.
Indeed, the imposed impacts of climate change are
manifest at particular localities. In some political
systems, although the appropriate institutional scale
for adaptation is often that of municipal or local
resource management institutions, the interaction
between institutions across scales is constrained by the
power relationships among these bodies (O'Brien et al.
2004, Naess et al. 2005). In effect, the diversity of
impacts of climate change means that the most
appropriate adaptation responses will often be on
multiple levels.
This discussion of the appropriate scale of institutions
to promote adaptation suggests that broader principles

of sustainable development are required to promote
equality in the opportunity to adapt. However, not all
ways of adapting to climate change are in harmony
with existing social norms, institutions, and structures.
Table 1 outlines a number of adaptation options for a
range of potential impacts of climate change and
illustrates dilemmas related to planning and
implementation. For example, although urban planning
and land use zoning generally take place within local
government structures, the enforcement and
effectiveness of planning and zoning are dependent on
the inclusionary and consensual nature of the
processes. Often, key vulnerable groups are excluded.
Poorer households are forced to live in riskier areas in
urban settlements, making them more vulnerable to
risks such as flooding. These groups are frequently
largely ignored when infrastructures are being
designed to alleviate such vulnerabilities (see Cutter et
al. 2000, Pelling 2003). Groups marginalized within
societies, including older people and women, are often
excluded from decision-making structures. When
collaborative planning is ignored, the sustainability of
plans and their implementation come into question.

Table 1. Adaptation pathways and their related governance issues. Adapted from Adger (2003a).
Adaptation strategy

Social dimensions necessary for implementation

Urban planning and zoning to avoid climaterelated hazards

Community governance and participatory structures
Effective means of dealing with social exclusion and urban
underclasses

Planning for long-term demographic and
consumption transition

Social mobility, coherent regional identity, social tolerance,
and mixing

Large-scale infrastructure development for
adaptation (e.g., dams, irrigation, and water
management facilities)

Social acceptance of development technological solutions
that have had detrimental environmental or social impacts
to excluded groups in the past

New technologies in agriculture and natural
resource use

Social acceptance of technologies that are potentially risky
and socially disempowering
Recognition of existing lay and indigenous knowledge and
technologies

Policies and plans for natural areas and
ecosystem conservation

New institutional structures for conservation that overturn
past models of exclusive protected areas and exclusion of
people-centered conservation
Social acceptance of shared resilience goals
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These observations on the social dimensions of
adaptation strategies in urban planning in Table 1 also
hold true for proposed new technologies in agriculture
and other areas. In agriculture, for example, new
technologies associated with the genetic modification
of crops are often hailed for their potential to cope
with climate stresses and consequently as an
adaptation to climate change (see Lipton 1999).
However, there are strong and vociferous social and
environmental movements that express the public's
mistrust of and uneasiness about genetically modified
crops and the market structures that promote them. For
this reason, these technologies cannot automatically be
assumed to be potential adaptation strategies for
drought resistance or food security. Similarly, in the
face of potential threats to the integrity of natural
ecosystems because of climate change, there have
been various calls for the expansion of exclusive
protected areas or marine reserves (e.g., Hughes et al.
2003). However, there is little point in planning for
new protected areas in the face of new climatic
conditions without confronting social concerns about
the exclusion of users from traditional exclusive
conservation (see, for example, Noss 2001, Brown
2002). Societies therefore adapt to climate change
through collective action, mediating and trading off
the elements of effectiveness and legitimacy through
negotiated outcomes.
Because the traditional resources that form part of the
public good are regulated by the government, comanagement most often involves vertical linkages and
shifts in rights and responsibilities from government to
local resource users (Berkes 2002). Forms of comanagement have been attempted with varying
degrees of success, for example, in fisheries
management (Lim et al. 1995, Berkes et al. 2001), in
coastal zone management (Sandersen and Koester
2000), and in watershed management (Ravnborg and
Guerrero 1999).
In principle, the concept of collective action seems to
offer one solution to resource management. By
working together and consolidating spaces of
dependence such as social support networks and local
bonding relationships, as well as by working with the
government to expand spaces of engagement or
outward-reaching networks, users of primary resources
may be generating secondary benefits by building
community resilience to better cope with the impacts
of climate change. In practice, there are several
necessary
preconditions
to
the
successful

implementation of collective action associated with the
design of institutions, the nature of the group, and the
nature of the resource (Ostrom 1990, Agrawal 2001,
Brown et al. 2002), as well as individual strategic
behavior that can lead to free-riding behavior and the
possible overuse of the resources.
Empirical evidence of successful collective actions for
natural resource management, reviewed in Dietz et al.
(2003), has contributed to the development of a set of
general preconditions for successful collective action
(Ostrom 1990, Sandler 1992, Steins and Edwards
1999). The functioning of social networks and
response capacity are closely linked: much adaptation
to climate change occurs through collective action to
mediate collective risk (Adger 2003b). Thus, the
preconditions for collective action may increase
community resilience to climate changes. There are
three principles for collective action on which there is
broad agreement: (1) smaller groups tend to be more
successful than larger groups; (2) the more equitable
the distribution of endowments among members, the
greater the chance of success; and (3) failures of
collective action can be overcome by the introduction
of selective benefits and alternative institutional
designs (Ostrom 1990). Underpinning these principles
is the concept of integration of the interests of diverse
stakeholder into collective decisions (Davos 1998).
The literature on inclusionary and participatory
planning for resource management supports these
lessons (see, for example, Owens 2000), recognizing
that the barriers to community or individual action do
not lie primarily in a lack of information or
understanding alone, but in social, cultural, and
institutional factors.
Making decisions about what to do about climate
change is complicated by uncertainties related to the
size and distribution of the possible impacts, and
consequently to the risks attached to making
maladaptive responses. Decision making in fisheries
management, pollution control, coastal zone
management, and flood control is characterized by
uncertainty as to the outcome of decisions (Ludwig et
al. 2001). Further, there is recognition of the
importance of learning from past management errors.

SOCIAL RESILIENCE FOR ADAPTING TO
CLIMATE CHANGE
Integrated learning and adaptive management are
based on three related principles (for a review, see
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Brown 2002). Resource stakeholders must (1) be fully
engaged in developing management strategies as a
means of building a constituency for the resource
management problem, (2) agree upon and fully
understand the consequences of making decisions, and
(3) agree upon the processes for making decisions in a
context of deliberative democracy. These approaches
offer pathways for vulnerable communities to engage
in developing response policies and ensure that there is
room for change in those policies. These principles are
relevant to climate change in situations in which there
is much uncertainty and disagreement about how best
to manage the potential consequences of climate
change, yet there is a need to take anticipatory
adaptive action. Adaptation refers to the actions that
people take in response to, or in anticipation of,
projected or actual changes in climate, to reduce
adverse impacts or take advantage of the opportunities
posed by climate change. Adaptation is not about
returning to some prior state, because all social and
natural systems evolve and, in some senses, co-evolve
with each other over time.
Social resilience is often used to describe the capacity
for positive adaptation despite adversity (Luthar and
Cicchetti 2000). In the context of climate change,
social resilience is the ability of groups or
communities to adapt in the face of external social,
political, or environmental stresses and disturbances
(Adger 2000). To be resilient, societies must generally
demonstrate the ability to (1) buffer disturbance, (2)
self-organize, and (3) learn and adapt (e.g., Trosper
2002). Adaptive capacity, which is often used to refer
to the set of preconditions that enables individuals or
groups to respond to climate change (Olsson and Folke
2001, Brooks 2003, Berkhout et al. 2004), is a
synonym for many characteristics of resilience.
So are social systems resilient in the face of climate
change over time? Clearly, individuals and
communities are presently responding to climate
change in the same way that they have dealt with
climate variability throughout history (Adger and
Brooks 2003). The capacity to respond to changes in
environmental conditions exists within communities to
different degrees. Not all responses are sustainable,
and there is recent historical evidence that large-scale,
systematic changes in global climate have had
profoundly negative consequences for many societies
in the past (Keys 1999, Cullen, et al. 2000, de Menocal
2001).

There are a growing number of documented
contemporary examples of social responses to climatic
perturbations. For example, the Inuvialuit people of
Sachs Harbour in the Canadian Artic have been
making short-term adjustments in the face of slow
changes in mean climate conditions over several
decades (Berkes and Jolly 2002). Social responses
have focused almost exclusively on managing the
consequences of the change and have included
changing the species hunted and the timing and
methods of the hunt. Flexibility within cultural
traditions and networks make other forms of response
possible for this community, such as food-sharing
networks and intercommunity trade. The Berkes and
Jolly study also found that newly evolving comanagement institutions are creating linkages across
scales ranging from local to international, thus
transmitting local concerns to a wider audience. This
wider community is being drawn on for assistance and
advice.
The importance of social resilience can also be seen in
responses to other rapid changes in environmental
conditions, as revealed in observations of response to
natural hazards (Berke et al. 1993, Berke and Beatley
1997). In New Zealand, for example, after the volcanic
eruption of Mt. Ruapehu, it was found that selfefficacy and a sense of community were good
predictors of community resilience and increased
community capacity to respond to sudden changes
(Paton et al. 2001). Most importantly, Paton and
colleagues recognize the importance of the nature of
social relationships as a factor that can enhance
resilience. Although the lessons from these studies are
context-specific, they do establish some broad criteria
by which to assess the adaptive capacity of
communities. The nature of the relationships between
community members is critical, as are access to and
participation in the wider decision-making processes
(Adger 2003b).
In communities in which there is less cohesion or more
centralized planning of community life, the structure
of government institutions may be another important
factor. In other areas, such as coastal zone
management, the expansion of social networks has
been noted as an important element in developing
more robust management institutions (Tompkins et al.
2002). More specifically, drawing on Cox (1998),
networks can be explored in terms of the access to
power and representation that they provide to
participants, i.e., networks of engagement, and the
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support they offer to participants in vulnerable
positions, i.e., networks of dependence. The expansion
of networks of engagement appears to be critical to the
enhancement of resilience in communities affected or
likely to be affected by climate change.
How then can communities enhance their social
networks and thus expand and consolidate their spaces
of engagement? Local groups and individuals often
feel their powerlessness in many ways, although none
so much as in the lack of access to decision makers
(Brown et al. 2001c). Building successful communitybased resource management in the form of, e.g., comanagement arrangements can potentially enhance the
resilience of communities as well as maintain
ecosystem services and ecosystem resilience. We turn
now to examine the mechanisms through which this
can occur in one case.

How co-management promotes resilience for
climate change adaptation in Trinidad and
Tobago
This section outlines an experience in new forms of
governance that affect social and ecological resilience
in Trinidad and Tobago. Small islands are particularly
vulnerable to climate change and are at the forefront of
the challenges of sustainable adaptation. This
vulnerability has a number of facets. First, tropical
island nations are highly dependent on coastal
ecosystems and the ecosystem services that flow from
them. However, these ecosystems and services are
threatened by both climate change and other stressors.
Evidence from the past two decades suggests that coral
reefs are in decline globally as well as in the
Caribbean (Gardner et al. 2003, Pandolfi et al. 2003).
Coral reefs under chronic stress effectively have lower
resilience and are less likely to recover from stress
events associated with climate change, such as higher
mean temperatures at the sea surface, a higher
frequency of hurricane impacts in some regions, and
novel pathogens (Nyström et al. 2000). Although there
is evidence that reef systems are resilient to individual
stressors, such as the widespread loss of corals
associated with the 1997–1998 El Niño/Southern
Oscillation event, their resilience in the future may be
dependent on some areas being managed for resilience
and acting as refugia for species dependent on them
(McClanahan et al. 2002).
Second, small island states in the tropics and
subtropics face periodic major impacts from

hurricanes. Although societies have coped with such
impacts throughout history, recovery from hurricane
impacts does not necessarily build resilience. Postdisaster recovery frequently reinforces vulnerabilities
and excludes sections of society in a way that
undermines resilience (Pelling 2003). Communities in
which the economy is based on commodity-oriented
agriculture often suffer greater impacts from disasters
than do the more diverse traditional farming systems
typical of tropical small islands (Paulson and Rogers
1997, Holt-Giminez 2002). Third, issues such as the
underlying economic openness of small island
economies in the presently globalizing world make
them susceptible to global political and economic
changes (Pelling and Uitto 2002). In historical settings,
human populations in island societies have coped with
climate change and maintained their resilience through
human movement to alleviate resource constraints
(e.g., Haberle and Lusty 2000), and these remain
important in contemporary island societies.
Nevertheless, projected climate changes could
potentially undermine the resource base, particularly
for freshwater resources, and hence the sustainability
of the present populations of the most vulnerable
island states, such as those made up exclusively of
atoll islands (Barnett and Adger 2003). Thus, the
resilience afforded by adaptive management is brought
sharply into focus in tropical coastal ecosystems and
their related human systems.
Although Trinidad and Tobago may not appear to be
among the most vulnerable of island nations according
to traditional indicators of vulnerability (Gowrie
2003), the country is nevertheless subject to major
sustainability challenges. The struggle to find a
balance between development and conservation has
made coastal management in Tobago in particular
controversial and contested for more than 30 yr.
Development pressures to create job opportunities and
improvements in the quality of life have involved
major investments in physical infrastructure for the
tourism industry. At the same time, the government is
expected to manage fish stocks, conserve the “natural”
heritage for future generations, maintain the quality of
the environment for both residents and tourists,
manage waste disposal, and maintain the natural
coastal defences provided by the coral reefs and
mangroves to protect the island from storm and wave
damage (e.g., Goreau 1967, Laydoo et al. 1987,
Institute for Marine Affairs 1995, Tobago House of
Assembly 1999). The contested objectives for one
popular part of the coast, the Buccoo Reef area, have
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proven difficult to resolve, and over the years
environmental conditions have deteriorated (Institute
for Marine Affairs 1995, Institute for Marine Affairs
1996).

was flexible enough to include new information about
changing environmental conditions as well as
changing preferences about coastal management and
local capacity to respond.

Resilience has, therefore, not been central to resource
management in Trinidad and Tobago. First, experience
suggests that there is an incompatibility of current
government structures with those suggested as
necessary for promoting social and ecological
resilience. Inclusive institutions and the sharing of
responsibility for natural resources go against the
dominant hierarchical institutional forms of most
governments throughout the world. Second, adaptive
ecosystem management overturns some major tenets
of traditional management styles that have in many
cases operated through the exclusion of users and the
top-down application of scientific knowledge in rigid
programs.
In response to declining conditions, action research
during the period 1997–2000 (Brown et al. 2001b)
proposed that social and ecological resilience could be
enhanced by including stakeholders for the Buccoo
Reef area in an inclusive and sectorally and vertically
integrated decision-making process. This process
involved identifying and engaging key stakeholders;
defining their interests and objectives for the resource;
managing conflicts; engaging them in a process of
information dissemination and dialog to explore their
preferences for managing the area; collecting and
analyzing economic, social, and ecological data to
understand the impacts of different future scenarios on
important criteria; analyzing data; resolving existing
conflicts; and finding areas of agreement among the
stakeholders (see Brown et al. 2001c).

Bringing together projections of change in the
vulnerable physical and biological systems with
potential human actions and responses through
stakeholder engagement and conflict resolution was an
important part of the adaptive ecosystem management
approach. These findings converge with those of both
Berkes and Jolly (2002) and Paton et al. (2001) in
demonstrating the evolution of social learning. Social
learning refers to sustained, i.e., decade-long,
processes of attitudinal and behavioral change by
individuals in social environments through interaction
and deliberation (see Social Learning Group 2001). In
the Tobago context, social learning was partly
facilitated by providing a forum for deliberation (cf.
Roling 1994), sharing information, and providing
feedback that served as positive reinforcement. The
immediate benefits of this included the removal of
barriers to communication and a reduction in the
transaction costs of communication (Glasbergen
1996). Out of this process came a consolidation of
local spaces of dependence and an expansion of the
spaces of engagement. The self-created group
immediately solidified the informal interactions
between individual agents, and on this base grew the
possibility of developing a more formalized comanagement arrangement with the government
decision makers. In effect, this outcome made it
possible to apply integrated ecosystem management
that facilitated social learning by government agencies
and resource users (see also McCay and Jentoft 1998,
Berkes and Jolly 2002).

The process brought together a mix of community
stakeholders
from
different
spatial
areas,
socioeconomic
backgrounds,
and
areas
of
employment.
This
cross-sectoral,
multiscale
stakeholder engagement ensured that those who
influence or are affected by coastal change had the
opportunity to participate in deciding how to tackle
both the causes and the consequences of the change.
The process itself was learning-driven and iterative,
with stakeholder preferences being elicited and fed
into a multicriteria analysis model. The results were
reported back to the stakeholders, who then took part
in group discussions to explore their own preferences
and learn about the preferences of others. These
processes ensured that the decision-making system

The evolution of co-management arrangements
brought about two critical changes at both the
community and the government level. First, the
various groups of stakeholders who had previously
been in confict were mobilized to take both
conservation and development actions together,
because they recognized that they had more power as a
group than as individuals. Prior to the establishment of
the group, few of the group members communicated
with each other. The group's cohesion introduced the
potential for more flexible localized adaptive
responses to the threat posed by climate change to reef
systems and the threat of changes in the Caribbean
hurricane regime. Open lines of communication meant
that small modifications in behavioral norms at the
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community level could be instigated through group
processes rather than through more formalized
institutional change.
One example of this type of collective action was the
decision of local boat users to be more careful with oil
and gas in the marine area to reduce spillage (Brown et
al. 1999). This decision was taken in response to a
discussion within the wider group about the ways in
which oil and gas spills in the marine area contributed
to chronic stress on reef systems. The Brown et al.
(1999) study also reports that the group committed
itself to community outreach notably through visits to
schools, an information and education campaign, and
the solicitation of funds to pay for new information
signs for users of the Buccoo Reef Marine Park area.
The second critical change arose as the
multistakeholder group realized that, by acting
collectively and agreeing on a single coherent
message, they had greater influence with government
agencies. The group decided to write an open letter,
published in the local newspaper, to the local
government to offer its support for practical
management actions that the government could
undertake, such as the placing of marker buoys in the
marine park and a voluntary warden system (Brown et
al. 2001a). At the same time, the government decision
makers found that active support from the
multistakeholder group enabled them to initiate
changes in the management process without fear of
making unsupported and hence unsuccessful resource
management decisions. The integration of the
stakeholders into the decision-making process
expanded their space of engagement, which in itself
provided them with the incentive to continue to work
together. Thus the integration of the different
stakeholder groups, coupled with learning by the
different agents involved in co-management,
contributed to a general sense of enhanced capacity to
manage the problem, both its causes and
consequences. It was generally perceived that this
would over time translate into greater ecosystem
resilience.
However, does such action and the emergence of these
institutions constitute response capacity in the context
of climate change? From the example in Tobago, it
appears that inclusionary and integrated learning-based
coastal management contributes to response capacity
in two ways. First, empirical evidence from other case
studies in the Caribbean suggests that expanded

networks of engagement act as a resource in coping
with weather extremes. Preliminary findings from
work on government responses to hurricane risk in the
Cayman Islands has similarly identified the
importance of co-management and dense networks of
actors to ensure that a wider range of factors are taken
into account in decision making (Tompkins and
Hurlston 2003). Similarly, in Grenada, Jessamy and
Turner (2003) found that community-based
organizations and networks are an important
component of present-day disaster management that is
often overlooked. In both cases, the expansion of the
networks of engagement enhanced the adaptive
capacity of the community groups as more resources
become available that they could draw on.
Second, the learning that occurs in groups can more
easily be incorporated into management processes in
flexible informal institutions, as evidenced by the boat
users in Tobago and their decision to reduce effluents
into the reef systems. It is clear that high sea-surface
temperatures such as those experienced in El
Niño/Southern Oscillation years, which may become
more frequent over time with climate change, pose a
threat to the continued widespread existence of coral
reef ecosystems in tropical coastal waters (Reaser et al.
2000, Hughes et al. 2003). Flexible management
systems that can be modified on the basis of new
information are important elements in building
resilience. Such learning-based processes are
antithetical to the traditional forms of governance that
follow more rigid decision-making processes.
Community participation in decision making about
natural resources can be beset by a myriad of problems
and may not always be in the best interests of either
the targeted community or the natural resource being
managed (Cooke and Kothari 2001). Indeed, the
creation of strong spaces of dependence, empowered
communities, and high self-reliance does not
automatically promote sustainable management or lead
to the inclusion of the most vulnerable (Tacconi and
Tisdell 1992, Pelling 2003). This lesson from
experience in co-management may be particularly
relevant in the case of climate changes in which those
experiencing the impacts will not necessarily be
causing the impacts, although the findings of Berkes
and Jolly (2002) add credence to the idea that it is
important to build resilient communities so that they
are able to respond to any environmental change.
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CONCLUSIONS
The mechanisms for enhancing social and ecological
resilience are often inherent in the communities and
co-management
institutions
coping
with
environmental change. In other cases, mechanisms
need to evolve through new institutions for resource
management through collective action. Building
community resilience through the expansion of the
networks of dependence and engagement facilitates
this type of learning-based management. The review
and evidence from the case presented here suggests a
number of ways to build resilience to climate threats.
These are to cement localized spaces of dependence, to
expand spaces of engagement, and to avoid being tied
to specific response paths by implementing flexible
learning-based management.
Those societies dependent on resources that are
vulnerable to climate change have, in the past, adapted
to change through strengthening their spaces of
dependence to spread the risks associated with
individual events. In parallel, they have expanded their
spaces of engagement to enable them to find a wider
support network, for example, in the form of
interaction with regional or national government or
international agencies. Social resilience in this context
appears to be promoted through at least two distinct
forms of cross-scale interaction:
•

•

networks and community relations of
individuals and groups operating to cope with
variability and change in everyday decision
making, and
wider networks of individuals or groups who
may be able to influence the decisions that are
being made at the local scale.

Adaptive co-management may promote the expansion
of networks and thus enhance social resilience. In the
area of responding to climate change, clearly the
nature of the relationships between resource users at
the community level, their access to new technology,
and their willingness to change will determine their
immediate response to climate change risks. However,
it is their networks that enable individuals to engage in
the wider decision environment that will affect their
longer-term resilience. The existence and the
usefulness of these networks are determined by
institutional as well as social factors.
At the community level, reducing the barriers to

communication through sharing information and
feedback that provides positive reinforcement are
important elements in consolidating networks of
dependence. At the institutional level, integrated
institutional structures may be better able to support
the inclusion of climate stakeholders in decisionmaking processes and to ensure that their needs can be
addressed by as wide an audience as possible.
Providing spaces for deliberation within comanagement decision-making processes can facilitate
this, as can opening up channels of communication
and ensuring that important stakeholders are engaged.
The generic conclusion from this review is that
resilience in social-ecological systems is important to
their ability to adapt to uncertain future climate
change. However, this is not a blueprint for adaptation
for a number of reasons that form the limitations of
this study. First, the past is not always a good guide to
the future. Although many risks associated with
climate change are well known, adaptation to climate
change will be manifest in the first instance through
adjustments in experienced variability and extremes,
and the landscape of risk is likely to be altered. As
discussed in Scheffer et al. (2001) and others, chronic
stress on natural resource systems from human
disturbance and pollution means that ecosystems may
face irreversible change. The cumulated impacts of
more frequent or intense weather extremes further
threaten the recovery of these systems. Although there
is much evidence of chronic stress to Caribbean and
other coral reefs, there is more contested evidence for
this region on projected changes in hurricane intensity
or frequency (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change 2001). There are other resource systems, for
example in the high latitudes, that face greater absolute
changes in temperature, precipitation, and, ultimately,
resource availability.
Thus, although there are limits to spatial or temporal
analogs of climate change adaptation, the present-day
capacity to adapt and to be resilient is a crucial starting
point for that adaptation. Vulnerability among certain
social groups is prevalent in virtually all resource
circumstances (see Luers et al. 2003, Turner et al.
2003 for examples from Mexico, the Arctic, and
elsewhere). The capacity to adapt is clearly uneven in
both spatial and social terms, partly because of the role
of access to the underlying resource base in
determining this adaptive capacity and the nature of
successful adaptation (Yohe and Tol 2002, Kahn
2003).
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Although much adaptation to climate change is
anticipatory, some also takes place in response to the
impacts of single extreme events. Further, some
climate change impacts, such as a significant and rapid
rise in sea level, are likely to significantly alter the
resource systems and their ecosystem services. The
processes needed to adapt to catastrophic system
changes would involve a major restructuring of the
economy and society. Clearly, these are dangerous
thresholds in the climate system that need to be
avoided. There is, in effect, no substitute for the
significant mitigation of emissions at the present time.
Adaptation to both gradual and significant changes
should involve encouraging the evolution of new
institutions that are sensitive to the resilience of the
ecosystems they are managing and knowledgeable
about the specific nature of the risks of climate
change.
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